ABB Ability™ Life Cycle Assessment for drives

Service product description

ABB Ability™ Life Cycle Assessment for drives is providing clear understanding on the drive installed base of particular facility. It provides a management view for defining critical maintenance actions and planning maintenance for years to come.

Value to customer
- Predictable maintenance budgeting and plant life time cost management
- Improved installed base management

Product coverage
- All ABB Drive products, also Limited and Obsolete product
- Other major drive brands

Service includes
- Site visit including registration of un-registered drives
- Creating a comprehensive report of the status of drives in a selected facility
- Providing a maintenance plan for all the drives in a selected facility. The maintenance plan includes:
  - Listing and documenting all drive products
  - Defining the life cycle status of drives
  - Creating a service schedule for the listed drives
  - Making a proposal on service actions for each drive

Customer responsibilities
- Making a preliminary list of the on-site installed base
- Defining the criticality of each drive listed
- Providing access to necessary facilities (e.g. electrical rooms) if necessary

Service does not include
- Maintenance and service actions themselves
- Maintenance and service material

Product coverage
- All ABB Drive products, also Limited and Obsolete product
- Other major drive brands

Other terms
- According to local legislation and terms of delivery